My Neighborhood

Joan Means
My husband, Michael, and I, along with five children and a dog arrived at 807 Neal Avenue in the Five Oaks Neighborhood of Dayton, Ohio, on August 8, 1963. Michael had just gotten his Doctoral Degree from the University of Florida and had accepted a job at the University of Dayton in the English Department. Fortunately, good friends, Bud and Anita Cochran, who were already at UD volunteered to do house hunting for us. We traveled from US-25 (I-75 had not yet been constructed) to N. Main Street and Neal Avenue. My heart sank! The houses were very close to each other, the front yards were postage-sized and treeless. Further on up the street there were more trees and larger front yards, but still the houses were
Slowly the neighborhood began to change. We saw National Guard jeeps driving up and down our street during the racial riots. Older folks died and younger families moved to the suburbs for “modern” kitchens and baths and a house that was more than an arms-length from the house next door. Rental properties became the norm. In most cases neither the landlords nor the tenants maintained the properties. Unlike before, there were now kids everywhere, many unsupervised as parents worked two jobs.

During this early transition of the neighborhood, the Means grandparents from Wisconsin were visiting us. While we were sitting down to dinner one of the teenage girls from the family across the alley came running in to ask if she could use the phone because her brother had just shot the stepfather who was abusing his mother. We assured Mike’s parents that this was totally unusual; it had never happened before. Unfortunately, this was one of the first African-American families in the neighborhood; more incidents did happen and more and more people left the neighborhood.

The real change came in the early 90s when crack-cocaine invaded the neighborhood. Where in an apartment building across the street little old ladies once would call to alert us “that our little doggie was out” or ask a kid to drop a letter in the corner box for a nickel, now three or four emaciated young women wrapped in shawls sat on the steps waiting for a dealer or a john. Their drugs came from a grandmother who lived in the house next door. She kept the children of daughters who were in jail, amidst their boyfriends who kept drugs flowing in and out of the house. This was when I was most scared in my neighborhood. Gun flames from a drive-by shooting directly in front of my house, aimed at that house made me hit the floor with my heart thumping. Another time while I was meeting with our community based police office a car drove by, this time they shot into the air. Not all that exciting.

I worked with FONIA, our neighborhood association, for Five Oaks to become a gated community in an attempt to keep out drug traffic and other sorts of criminal activity. Unfortunately, in the long run it didn’t help and more people moved out. Absentee landlords from as far away as Hawaii and Portland, Oregon purchased foreclosed property online. More houses deteriorated beyond repair.

Fifty-three years on Neal Avenue and this is still my neighborhood! There is the National Guard driving down Neal Ave. during the race riots, the crack epidemic, the gates to defend us come and gone, and blocks of vacant houses. I am now the octogenarian on the block, still living an arms-length away from my neighbors of thirty some years. I’m still working to make a difference in this, my neighborhood, and still not ready to leave. So much for that one-year ultimatum!